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The Michigan Land Use Leadership Council (MLULC)
recognizes the importance of training, education, and
knowledge as the means and methods of managing
land use change and community development.
The MLULC’s 2003 ﬁnal report includes
recommendations for planning and development
regulation and encourages a public education
campaign that includes concepts to help citizens
better understand the implications of the continuation
of land use trends and the beneﬁts of better planned
development in general. Additionally, it includes
the speciﬁc beneﬁts of alternative design schemes
that focus on density rather than minimum lot sizes
including: density-based zoning, new urbanism, and
diverse socio-economic development patterns.
In an effort to continue the momentum and application
of the MLULC’s recommendations, this issue of
Smart Growth Tactics focuses on form-based codes
(an outgrowth of new urbanism). A form-based code
is a land development regulatory tool that places
primary emphasis on the physical form of the built
environment with the end goal of producing a speciﬁc
type of “place.” The base principle of form-based
coding is that design is more important than use.
Where conventional zoning controls land use and
focuses on separating land uses, form-based coding
focuses on form as it relates to streetscape and
adjacent uses.
This issue will provide: an overview of the principles
associated with form-based codes; a discussion on
the differences between conventional zoning and
form-based codes; and introduce the structure of
form-based codes and the process to developing
form-based codes. The article will additionally provide
examples of Michigan communities utilizing formbased codes and the potential pitfalls associated with
their use.
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Form-based codes –
new approach to zoning
FORM-BASED CODES
AN EFFECTIVE TOOL
FOR SMART GROWTH
!S¬PART¬OF¬3MART¬'ROWTH¬
STRATEGIES ¬COMMUNITIES¬ARE¬
EXAMINING¬DEVELOPMENT¬
REGULATIONS¬TO¬DETERMINE¬
THE¬EXTENT¬TO¬WHICH¬THE¬
EXISTING¬REGULATIONS¬MAY¬
BE¬POSING¬AN¬OBSTACLE¬TO¬
3MART¬'ROWTH¬!¬GREAT¬
DEAL¬OF¬ATTENTION¬IS¬PAID¬
TOWARDS¬HOW¬DEVELOPMENT¬
REGULATIONS¬HAVE¬SHAPED¬
Communities such as Grand Rapids are using form-based
OUR¬COMMUNITIES¬¬
codes to document the urban fabric of their community
and develop regulations that ensure that the most
!N¬EVALUATION¬OF¬
DEVELOPMENT¬TRENDS¬AND¬ valuable qualities of the community are not only retained,
but that new development ﬁts into the character of the
THE¬ZONING¬REQUIREMENTS¬ neighborhood, as well.
OF¬MANY¬COMMUNITIES¬
IDENTIlED¬SERIOUS¬
TO¬ADDRESS¬THESE¬PROBLEMS¬THROUGH¬
PROBLEMS¬ASSOCIATED¬WITH¬UNCONTROLLED¬
SEPARATING¬INCOMPATIBLE¬USES¬AND¬
URBAN¬SPRAWL¬AND¬THE¬LOSS¬OF¬COMMUNITY¬
LIMITING¬RESIDENTIAL¬DENSITY¬(OWEVER ¬
CHARACTER¬IN¬SUBURBAN¬COMMUNITIES¬)N¬
THE¬EVOLUTION¬OF¬ZONING¬IN¬CONCERT¬WITH¬
MANY¬INSTANCES ¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
RAPID¬SUBURBANIZATION¬HAS¬HAD¬THE¬EFFECT¬
REGULATIONS¬ARE¬THE¬MAJOR¬CONTRIBUTORS¬
OF¬DISPERSING¬SUBURBAN¬DEVELOPMENT¬OVER¬
TOWARDS¬CREATING¬THE¬SPRAWLING ¬
LARGE¬AREAS¬OF¬LAND¬AND¬CREATING¬A¬HOST¬
AUTOMOBILE ORIENTED¬ENVIRONMENT¬THAT¬
OF¬PROBLEMS¬SUCH¬AS¬LOSS¬OF¬FARMLAND ¬
DOMINATES¬MANY¬-ICHIGAN¬COMMUNITIES¬¬
INCREASED¬ENVIRONMENTAL¬IMPACTS ¬GREATER¬
AUTO DEPENDENCY ¬INEFlCIENT¬PROVISION¬
:ONING¬WAS¬CREATED¬IN¬THE¬EARLY¬TH¬
OF¬PUBLIC¬SERVICES ¬AND¬LOSS¬OF¬COMMUNITY¬
CENTURY¬AS¬A¬RESPONSE¬TO¬PROBLEMS¬
CHARACTER¬WITHIN¬THE¬SUBURBS¬7HILE¬THERE¬
ASSOCIATED¬WITH¬OVERCROWDING¬IN¬
IS¬A¬RESURGENCE¬OF¬INTEREST¬IN¬OLDER ¬MORE¬
CENTRAL¬CITIES¬AND¬THE¬INTRUSION¬OF¬HEAVY¬
TRADITIONAL¬URBAN¬COMMUNITIES ¬EXISTING¬
INDUSTRY¬INTO¬RETAIL¬AND¬RESIDENTIAL¬AREAS¬
ZONING¬REGULATIONS¬MAKE¬REDEVELOPMENT¬
$EVELOPED¬IN¬THE¬LATER¬YEARS¬OF¬THE¬
OF¬URBAN¬COMMUNITIES¬MORE¬DIFlCULT¬
INDUSTRIAL¬REVOLUTION ¬ZONING¬SOUGHT¬
BY¬APPLYING¬SUBURBAN¬ZONING¬STANDARDS¬
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SUBURBS ¬WHERE¬IT¬IS¬NOT¬POSSIBLE¬TO¬WALK¬
TO¬THE¬CORNER¬STORE¬OR¬FOR¬CHILDREN¬TO¬
WALK¬TO¬SCHOOL¬¬

A new urbanist development in Beverly Hills, Michigan includes traditional homes
on small lots and pedestrian-oriented streetscape.
,ARGER¬SETBACKS¬AND¬EXCESSIVE¬
PARKING¬REQUIREMENTS¬MAKE¬MANY¬
CHERISHED¬URBAN¬BUILDINGS¬AND¬SPACES¬
NONCONFORMING
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬FOCUS¬LAND¬USE¬
REGULATION¬TOWARDS¬CREATING¬MORE¬
LIVABLE¬COMMUNITIES¬4HE¬APPROACH¬
USES¬TRADITIONAL¬COMMUNITY¬CHARACTER¬
TO¬CREATE¬AND¬MAINTAIN¬A¬MORE¬HUMAN
SCALE¬ENVIRONMENT¬5NLIKE¬CONVENTIONAL¬
ZONING¬THAT¬FOCUSES¬ON¬SEPARATING¬LAND¬
USES ¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬FOCUSES¬ON¬
BUILDING¬FORM¬AS¬IT¬RELATES¬TO¬STREETSCAPE¬
AND¬ADJACENT¬USES¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬
ALLOW¬FOR¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬LAND¬USES¬BASED¬
UPON¬THE¬CONTEXT¬OF¬BUILDING¬FORM¬!S¬A¬
RESULT ¬COMPATIBILITY¬OF¬USES¬IS¬ACHIEVED¬
THROUGH¬DESIGN¬AND¬ORIENTATION ¬INSTEAD¬
OF¬STRICT¬LAND¬USE¬SEPARATION¬7HERE¬
CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬FOCUSES¬ON¬USE¬
AND¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬AN¬INDIVIDUAL¬LOT ¬
FORM BASED¬CODES¬FOCUS¬ON¬THE¬ROLE¬THAT¬
INDIVIDUAL¬BUILDINGS¬SERVE¬IN¬SHAPING¬
THE¬PUBLIC¬STREETSCAPE¬&ORM BASED¬
CODES¬RELY¬ON¬DESIGN¬CONCEPTS¬AND¬
PATTERNS¬INTENDED¬TO¬PRESERVE¬THE¬ASSETS¬
OF¬A¬COMMUNITY ¬CREATING¬MORE¬LIVABLE¬
ENVIRONMENTS¬AND¬SPACES

PROBLEMS WITH EUCLIDEAN
ZONING
4HE¬CONVENTIONAL¬FORM¬OF¬ZONING¬
CURRENTLY¬USED¬THROUGHOUT¬-ICHIGAN¬
AND¬THE¬5NITED¬3TATES¬IS¬WHAT¬IS¬
COMMONLY¬REFERRED¬TO¬AS¬%UCLIDEAN¬
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ZONING¬4HIS¬NAME¬IS¬DERIVED¬FROM¬
THE¬¬5NITED¬3TATES¬3UPREME¬
#OURT¬DECISION¬IN¬%UCLID¬V¬!MBLER¬
2EALTY¬#O¬¬53¬ ¬TO¬UPHOLD¬
THE¬CONSTITUTIONAL¬VALIDITY¬OF¬ZONING¬
%UCLIDEAN¬ZONING¬HAS¬BEEN¬IN¬PLACE¬IN¬
-ICHIGAN¬SINCE¬¬WITH¬THE¬#ITY¬AND¬
6ILLAGE¬:ONING¬!CT ¬0UBLIC¬!CT¬¬OF¬
¬%NABLING¬LEGISLATION¬FOR¬TOWNSHIPS¬
AND¬COUNTIES¬SOON¬FOLLOWED¬IN¬
7HEN¬THE¬CITY¬OF¬$ETROIT¬ADOPTED¬ITS¬
lRST¬ZONING¬ORDINANCE¬IN¬ ¬THE¬CITY¬
SOUGHT¬TO¬ADDRESS¬DIFFERENT¬PROBLEMS¬
THAN¬THOSE¬OF¬TODAY¬)N¬ ¬OVER
CROWDED¬TENEMENT¬HOUSING¬AND¬THE¬
INTRUSION¬OF¬HEAVY¬INDUSTRIAL¬USES¬INTO¬
COMMERCIAL¬AND¬LIGHT¬INDUSTRIAL¬AREAS¬
CREATED¬SERIOUS¬PUBLIC¬HEALTH¬AND¬WELFARE¬
PROBLEMS¬4HESE¬PROBLEMS¬ARE¬AT¬THE¬
ROOT¬OF¬LAND¬USE¬SEPARATION¬AND¬DENSITY¬
LIMITS¬WHICH¬ARE¬THE¬CORE¬OF¬VIRTUALLY¬ALL¬
ZONING¬ORDINANCES¬TODAY
-ICHIGAN¬COMMUNITIES¬HAVE¬
EXPERIENCED¬MANY¬CHANGES¬OVER¬
THE¬PAST¬¬YEARS¬7ITH¬THIS ¬A¬NEW¬
SET¬OF¬CHALLENGES¬IN¬HOW¬TO¬REGULATE¬
DEVELOPMENT¬RESURRECTS¬)NSTEAD¬OF¬
CONCERNS¬WITH¬OVERCROWDING¬IN¬CITIES ¬
THE¬FOCUS¬IS¬NOW¬ON¬THE¬NEGATIVE¬
IMPACTS¬THAT¬UNCONTROLLED¬SPRAWL¬HAS¬ON¬
THE¬LANDSCAPE¬OF¬-ICHIGAN¬!ND¬WHILE¬
THE¬NEED¬TO¬SEPARATE¬HOUSING¬FROM¬HEAVY¬
INDUSTRY¬IS¬STILL¬A¬VALID¬CONCERN ¬PLANNERS¬
ARE¬NOW¬CONCERNED¬WITH¬USE SEGREGATED¬
MICHIGA N
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4HE¬.EW¬5RBANISM¬MOVEMENT¬¬
TO¬PRESENT ¬HAS¬ATTRACTED¬A¬GREAT¬DEAL¬OF¬
INTEREST¬IN¬RE CREATING¬WALKABLE ¬MIXED
USE¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬!S¬AN¬OUTGROWTH¬
OF¬THIS¬MOVEMENT ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ARE¬THE¬LATEST¬TECHNIQUE¬TO¬RE EXAMINE¬
THE¬UNDERLYING¬ZONING¬PRINCIPLE¬OF¬
SEPARATING¬USES¬AND¬INSTEAD¬PROVIDE¬
NEW¬MEANS¬TO¬DEVELOP¬VIBRANT¬MIX USE¬
COMMUNITIES¬4HIS¬IS¬ACCOMPLISHED¬BY¬
PLACING¬A¬STRONG¬FOCUS¬ON¬THE¬CREATION¬OF¬
PROPER¬URBAN¬FORM ¬WHEREIN¬A¬MIXTURE¬
OF¬USES¬CAN¬mOURISH

DESIGN STANDARDS AND OTHER
ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE LAND
USE REGULATION
)N¬RESPONSE¬TO¬THE¬LIMITATION¬OF¬
%UCLIDEAN¬ZONING ¬A¬NUMBER¬OF¬ZONING¬
TECHNIQUES¬HAVE¬BEEN¬CREATED¬WITH¬
VARIED¬LEVELS¬OF¬SUCCESS¬4HESE¬INCLUDE¬
MIXED USE¬PLANNED¬UNIT¬DEVELOPMENTS ¬
CLUSTER¬DEVELOPMENT ¬PERFORMANCE¬
ZONING ¬AND¬DESIGN¬STANDARDS
0LANNED¬UNIT¬DEVELOPMENTS¬05$ ¬HAVE¬
BEEN¬USED¬FOR¬MANY¬YEARS¬AS¬AN¬EFFECTIVE¬
MEANS¬OF¬DEVELOPING¬COORDINATED¬LARGER¬
SITES¬4HE¬lRST¬EVIDENCE¬OF¬A¬05$¬
WAS¬CREATED¬IN¬¬IN¬0RINCE¬'EORGES¬
#OUNTY ¬-ARYLAND ¬(OWEVER ¬IN¬MANY¬
INSTANCES ¬WHAT¬IS¬INTENDED¬TO¬BE¬A¬
hMIXED USEv¬DEVELOPMENT¬ACTUALLY¬ENDS¬
UP¬BEING¬hMULTIPLE USE v¬WHERE¬THERE¬
ARE¬SEPARATE¬AND¬DISTINCT¬AREAS¬OF¬LAND¬
USES¬THAT¬ARE¬NOT¬TRULY¬INTEGRATED¬INTO¬
A¬MIXED USE¬DEVELOPMENT¬4HE¬OTHER¬
LIMITATION¬OF¬A¬05$¬IS¬THAT¬IT¬IS¬DESIGNED¬
PRIMARILY¬FOR¬THE¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬LARGER¬
SITES ¬AND¬WITH¬FEW¬EXCEPTIONS ¬IS¬NOT¬
WELL¬SUITED¬FOR¬USE¬ON¬INDIVIDUAL¬LOTS¬IN¬
AN¬URBAN¬ENVIRONMENT¬¬
#LUSTERED¬OPEN¬SPACE¬DEVELOPMENTS¬
HAVE¬HAD¬SUCCESS¬IN¬PRESERVING¬OPEN¬
SPACE¬AND¬NATURAL¬FEATURES¬4HIS¬
TYPE¬OF¬DEVELOPMENT¬TENDS¬TO¬OFFER¬
RECREATIONAL¬AMENITIES¬NOT¬AVAILABLE¬
IN¬CONVENTIONAL¬SUBDIVISIONS¬
7HILE¬OPEN¬SPACE¬DEVELOPMENTS¬
ARE¬A¬SIGNIFICANT¬IMPROVEMENT¬
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AND¬BUILDING¬TYPES¬TO¬ONE ANOTHER ¬AS¬
PART¬OF¬AN¬INTEGRAL¬NEIGHBORHOOD¬AND¬
OVERALL¬COMMUNITY¬¬

Design standards can improve the appearance of the building and site
landscaping, but are not effective in changing the underlying form.
FROM¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING ¬THE¬
DEVELOPMENTS¬STILL¬TEND¬TO¬BE¬
SEPARATED ¬SINGLE USE¬TRACTS¬OF¬LAND
-ANY¬COMMUNITIES¬HAVE¬ADOPTED¬
DESIGN¬STANDARDS¬IN¬A¬VARIETY¬OF¬FORMS¬¬
3OME¬HAVE¬ADOPTED¬SEPARATE¬DESIGN¬
GUIDELINES¬OR¬RELIED¬ON¬THE¬GUIDELINES¬
CONTAINED¬WITHIN¬THE¬MASTER¬PLAN¬
(OWEVER ¬RECENT¬COURT¬DECISIONS¬HAVE¬
HELD¬THAT¬A¬COMMUNITY¬CANNOT¬ENFORCE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬THAT¬ARE¬NOT¬SPECIlED¬IN¬
THE¬ORDINANCE
)NSTEAD¬OF¬GUIDELINES ¬DESIGN¬STANDARDS¬
FOR¬ARCHITECTURAL¬AND¬LANDSCAPING¬
REQUIREMENTS¬ARE¬NOW¬BECOMING¬
MORE¬COMMON¬PLACE¬WITHIN¬ZONING¬
ORDINANCES¬3OME¬COMMUNITIES¬HAVE¬
ADOPTED¬ARCHITECTURAL¬REGULATIONS¬
THAT¬REQUIRE¬USE¬OF¬HIGH QUALITY¬
BUILDING¬MATERIALS¬/THERS¬INCLUDE¬
DISCRETIONARY¬STANDARDS¬WHOSE¬RESULT¬
CAN¬BE¬UNPREDICTABLE¬AND¬RUN¬THE¬RISK¬
OF¬INCONSISTENT¬APPLICATION¬7HILE¬THESE¬
DESIGN¬STANDARDS¬HAVE¬BEEN¬EFFECTIVE¬IN¬
IMPROVING¬THE¬APPEARANCE¬OF¬BUILDINGS¬
AND¬LANDSCAPING ¬THE¬STANDARDS¬FAIL¬
TO¬CREATE¬MEANINGFUL¬CHANGE¬IN¬THE¬
URBAN¬FORM¬ ¬THE¬END¬RESULT¬IS¬USUALLY¬
AESTHETICALLY PLEASING¬SPRAWL

BY¬ADDRESSING¬THE¬RELATIONSHIP¬OF¬THE¬
BUILDING¬TO¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬AND¬THE¬
PROPER¬RELATIONSHIP¬BETWEEN¬BUILDINGS¬IN¬
ORDER¬TO¬DElNE¬A¬DESIRED¬URBAN¬FORM

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬PURPOSEFUL¬AND¬
NOT¬REACTIVE¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
TENDS¬TO¬BE¬REACTIVE¬IN¬THAT¬IT¬RESTRICTS¬
AND¬FOCUSES¬ON¬PREVENTING¬DEVELOPMENT¬
THAT¬WOULD¬BE¬DAMAGING¬TO¬NEIGHBORING¬
PROPERTIES¬OR¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬IE¬
ZONING¬TELLS¬YOU¬WHAT¬YOU¬CANNOT¬
DO ¬&ORM BASED¬CODES ¬ON¬THE¬OTHER¬
HAND ¬DOCUMENT¬THE¬DESIRED¬FORM¬OF¬
DEVELOPMENT¬AND¬PRESCRIBE¬BUILDING¬
FORM¬REQUIREMENTS¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬THE¬
DESIRED¬COMMUNITY¬VISION

&IRST¬AND¬FOREMOST ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ARE¬PLACE BASED¬4HE¬CODES¬ARE¬ADAPTED¬
TO¬lT¬THE¬UNIQUE¬CHARACTERISTICS¬OF¬A¬
COMMUNITY¬AND¬INTENDED¬TO¬REQUIRE¬THAT¬
NEW¬DEVELOPMENT¬lT¬WITHIN¬THE¬CONTEXT¬
OF¬THE¬EXISTING¬COMMUNITY¬AND¬REINFORCE¬
A¬UNIQUE¬SENSE¬OF¬PLACE¬¬

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬CONNECT¬THE¬URBAN¬
FORM¬AND¬LAND¬USE¬BY¬PROVIDING¬FOR¬
SPECIlC¬BUILDING¬TYPES¬THAT¬ARE¬SUITED¬
FOR¬THE¬APPROPRIATE¬LAND¬USE¬4HEY¬
ALSO¬RELATE¬THE¬USE¬AND¬BUILDING¬TYPE¬
TO¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬TO¬COMPREHENSIVELY¬
ADDRESS¬THE¬DESIRED¬URBAN¬FORM¬FOR¬THE¬
NEIGHBORHOOD

.EXT ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬ALLOW¬FOR¬
THE¬UNIQUE¬ECOLOGY¬OF¬A¬COMMUNITY¬
BY¬PERMITTING¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬USES¬4HE¬
CODES¬REmECT¬THE¬IMPORTANCE¬OF¬THE¬
RELATIONSHIP¬BETWEEN¬VARIOUS¬USES¬

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬PROVIDE¬FOR¬
DEVELOPMENT¬THAT¬IS¬COMPACT ¬MIXED
USE ¬AND¬PEDESTRIAN¬FRIENDLY¬TO¬CREATE¬
LIVABLE¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬AND¬HEALTHY¬
VIBRANT¬COMMUNITIES

PRINCIPLES ASSOCIATED WITH
FORM-BASED CODES
4HE¬&ORM "ASED¬#ODES¬)NSTITUTE¬DElNES¬
FORM BASED¬CODES¬AS¬h;A=¬METHOD¬OF¬
REGULATING¬DEVELOPMENT¬TO¬ACHIEVE¬A¬
SPECIlC¬URBAN¬FORM¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬
CREATE¬A¬PREDICTABLE¬PUBLIC¬REALM¬BY¬
CONTROLLING¬PHYSICAL¬FORM¬PRIMARILY ¬
AND¬LAND¬USES¬SECONDARILYv¬&ORM BASED¬
CODES¬GO¬BEYOND¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
SMART
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Farmington has adopted a form-based code as part of the central business district
that reﬂects the traditional urban fabric that the community values.
2006
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!ND¬lNALLY ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬
GRAPHIC¬AND¬DESIGNED¬TO¬BE¬EASY¬TO¬USE¬
AND¬UNDERSTAND

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CONVENTIONAL ZONING AND
FORM-BASED CODES
¬¬¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬IS¬USE BASED ¬
WITH¬A¬COMMUNITY¬DIVIDED¬INTO¬
ZONING¬DISTRICTS¬WHICH¬SEGREGATE¬
LAND¬USES¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬
DE EMPHASIZE¬USE¬AND¬DIVIDE¬A¬
COMMUNITY¬INTO¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬OR¬
SPECIlC¬STREET¬CORRIDORS ¬THAT¬HAVE¬
A¬DISTINCT¬AND¬CONSISTENT¬CHARACTER ¬
WHILE¬ALLOWING¬A¬MIXTURE¬OF¬
COMPATIBLE¬USES
¬¬¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬ATTEMPTS¬
TO¬CREATE¬UNIFORMITY¬THROUGHOUT¬
A¬DISTRICT¬BY¬APPLYING¬UNIFORM¬
INTENSITY¬PARAMETERS¬SUCH¬AS¬SETBACK ¬
HEIGHT ¬DENSITY ¬AND¬mOOR¬AREA¬
RATIOS¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬EMBRACE¬
DIVERSITY¬IN¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬BY¬
REmECTING¬DIFFERENT¬STANDARDS¬FOR¬
DIFFERENT¬TYPES¬OF¬BUILDINGS¬"ECAUSE¬
USE¬AND¬BUILDING¬TYPE¬ARE¬TIED¬
TOGETHER ¬THE¬STANDARDS¬ENSURE¬THE¬
BUILDING¬FORM¬RELATES¬PROPERLY¬TO¬
THE¬STREETSCAPE¬AND¬ADJACENT¬USES¬¬
¬¬¬7HERE¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
FOCUSES¬ON¬USE¬AND¬DIMENSIONAL¬
REQUIREMENTS ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
FOCUS¬MORE¬ON¬THE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬
AND¬HOW¬IT¬RELATES¬TO¬THE¬PUBLIC¬
STREETSCAPE¬)N¬ORDER¬TO¬DElNE¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE ¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬OFTEN¬
PRESCRIBE¬BUILD TO LINES¬WHERE¬
BUILDINGS¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬TO¬BE¬SET¬A¬
SPECIlC¬DISTANCE¬FROM¬THE¬FRONT¬

Operations

LOT¬LINE¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬
USES¬MINIMUM¬SETBACKS¬TO¬CREATE¬
BUILDING¬ENVELOPES¬HOWEVER ¬THE¬
ULTIMATE¬LOCATION¬AND¬FORM¬OF¬
THE¬BUILDING¬WITHIN¬THE¬ENVELOPE¬
IS¬UNPREDICTABLE¬!S¬A¬RESULT ¬
CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬HAS¬A¬PRIMARY¬
FOCUS¬ON¬THE¬LOT¬AND¬PAYS¬LITTLE¬TO¬
NO¬ATTENTION¬TO¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬¬
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬TAKE¬A¬MORE¬
HOLISTIC¬APPROACH¬BY¬CONSIDERING¬
THE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬AS¬IT¬RELATES¬TO¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE
¬¬¬#ONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬HAS¬LIMITED¬
ABILITY¬TO¬EFFECT¬CHANGE ¬AS¬IT¬TENDS¬
TO¬PROHIBIT¬DEVELOPMENT¬THAT¬IS¬
DETERMINED¬TO¬BE¬INAPPROPRIATE¬¬
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬MORE¬

Form-Based Codes

Conventional Zoning

USE

Example of a mixed-use building with retail on the ﬁrst ﬂoor and residential on
the upper ﬂoors. Speciﬁc design elements for retail along the sidewalk include
window articulation and treatment at the corner.

FORM

FORM
Operations

Focused on use
USE

More focus on design and form
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PRESCRIPTIVE¬AND¬DO¬A¬BETTER¬JOB¬OF¬
DESCRIBING¬THE¬DESIRED¬URBAN¬FORM¬¬
4HE¬RESULT¬IS¬THE¬DEVELOPMENT¬OF¬
A¬NEIGHBORHOOD¬THAT¬ENCOURAGES¬
PEDESTRIAN¬ACTIVITY ¬SOCIAL¬
INTERACTION ¬AND¬LOCAL¬INVESTMENT

WHAT IS REGULATED
!N¬UNDERLYING¬PREMISE¬OF¬FORM BASED¬
CODES¬IS¬THAT¬THE¬PUBLIC¬REALM¬IE¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE ¬IS¬DElNED¬BY¬THE¬BUILDINGS¬
THAT¬LINE¬IT¬"ECAUSE¬OF¬THIS ¬BUILDING¬
PLACEMENT¬AND¬SITE¬ORIENTATION¬ARE¬
PARAMOUNT¬IN¬THE¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬
4HE¬FRONT¬BUILDING¬LINE¬LOCATION¬IS¬
BASED¬UPON¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬STREET¬FRONTAGE¬
)N¬A¬TRADITIONAL¬DOWNTOWN¬SETTING ¬
THERE¬WOULD¬BE¬A¬hZERO¬FRONT¬LOT¬LINEv¬
OR¬hBUILD TOv¬REQUIREMENT¬WITH¬ALL¬
PARKING¬REQUIRED¬TO¬BE¬AT¬THE¬REAR¬OF¬THE¬
BUILDING¬)N¬A¬RESIDENTIAL¬NEIGHBORHOOD ¬
THERE¬WOULD¬BE¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬THAT¬
THE¬FRONT¬OF¬A¬RESIDENCE¬BE¬PLACED¬AT¬A¬
SPECIlC¬SETBACK¬FROM¬THE¬FRONT¬LOT¬LINE
/NCE¬THE¬STREETSCAPE¬HAS¬BEEN¬DElNED¬
BY¬THE¬BUILDING¬PLACEMENT ¬THE¬BUILDING¬
ELEMENTS¬CAN¬BE¬CONSIDERED¬TO¬ENSURE¬
THAT¬THE¬BUILDING¬RELATES¬PROPERLY¬TO¬THE¬
STREETSCAPE¬AND¬ADJACENT¬BUILDINGS¬)N¬
A¬BUSINESS¬DISTRICT ¬THIS¬WOULD¬INCLUDE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬DOORS¬AND¬WINDOWS¬
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ALONG¬THE¬SIDEWALK ¬WINDOW¬ARTICULATION¬
ON¬UPPER¬mOORS ¬BUILDING¬EXPRESSION¬
LINES ¬AND¬OTHER¬DETAILS¬SUCH¬AS¬CORNICES¬
)N¬RESIDENTIAL¬AREAS¬THESE¬MAY¬BE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬FRONT¬PORCHES¬OR¬A¬
LIMITATION¬ON¬FRONT LOADED¬GARAGES
7HILE¬USES¬ARE¬SECONDARY¬TO¬BUILDING¬
FORM ¬THEY¬ARE¬NONETHELESS¬STILL¬
IMPORTANT¬3IMILAR¬TO¬A¬CONVENTIONAL¬
ZONING¬ORDINANCE ¬DIFFERENT¬USES¬ARE¬
ALLOWED¬IN¬EACH¬ZONE¬OR¬DISTRICT¬¬
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ALLOW¬A¬GREATER¬
MIXTURE¬OF¬USES ¬BUT¬TIE¬THE¬USE¬TO¬
THE¬REQUIRED¬BUILDING¬FORM¬5NLIKE¬
MOST¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬ORDINANCES ¬
FORM BASED¬CODES¬ALSO¬REGULATE¬USE¬
ON¬THE¬VERTICAL¬PLANE¬)N¬A¬DOWNTOWN¬
SETTING ¬THERE¬MAY¬BE¬A¬REQUIREMENT¬
FOR¬RETAIL¬USES¬ON¬THE¬lRST¬mOOR¬AND¬
AN¬ALLOWANCE¬FOR¬RESIDENTIAL¬OR¬OFlCE¬
ON¬UPPER¬mOORS¬4HERE¬MAY¬ALSO¬BE¬A¬
REQUIREMENT¬ALONG¬A¬DOWNTOWN¬h-AIN¬
3TREETv¬FOR¬MANDATORY¬RETAIL¬FRONTAGES¬ON¬
THE¬lRST¬mOOR¬TO¬CREATE¬A¬STRONG¬SYNERGY¬
BETWEEN¬RETAIL¬USES¬AND¬AN¬INTERESTING¬
ENVIRONMENT¬FOR¬SHOPPERS
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ALSO¬CONTAIN¬
REGULATIONS¬FOR¬ACCESSORY¬STRUCTURES¬AND¬
USES¬4HIS¬INCLUDES¬SPECIlC¬REQUIREMENTS¬
FOR¬THE¬PLACEMENT¬AND¬DESIGN¬OF¬
PARKING¬LOTS¬/THER¬ELEMENTS¬SUCH¬AS¬
ACCESSORY¬BUILDINGS ¬LOADING¬AREAS ¬WASTE¬
RECEPTACLES ¬SCREENING¬WALLS ¬LANDSCAPING ¬
AND¬LIGHTING¬ARE¬ALSO¬ADDRESSED
!NOTHER¬MAJOR¬IMPROVEMENT¬IN¬THE¬
FORM BASED¬CODE¬APPROACH¬IS¬THAT¬IT¬
GOES¬BEYOND¬JUST¬REGULATING¬THE¬SITE ¬
BY¬TYING¬TOGETHER¬THE¬SITE¬AND¬THE¬
PUBLIC¬REALM¬IE¬THE¬STREETSCAPE ¬
"UILDING¬REGULATIONS¬RELATE¬TO¬DESIGN¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬STREETS ¬SIDEWALKS ¬ON
STREET¬PARKING ¬STREET¬TREES ¬AND¬PUBLIC¬
SPACES¬SUCH¬AS¬PLAZAS
!N¬IMPORTANT¬ASPECT¬OF¬A¬FORM BASED¬
CODE¬IS¬THAT¬ALL¬OF¬THE¬REGULATIONS¬BE¬
TIED¬TOGETHER¬4HE¬USE¬IS¬TIED¬DIRECTLY¬
TO¬THE¬BUILDING¬TYPE¬4HE¬BUILDING¬
TYPE¬IN TURN¬DICTATES¬FORM¬AND¬BUILDING¬
ELEMENTS¬4HE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬ALSO¬
RELATES¬TO¬THE¬STREET¬FRONTAGE ¬TYING¬ALL¬
OF¬THE¬ELEMENTS¬TOGETHER
SMART GROWTH TACTICS - DECEMBER 2006
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HOW FORM-BASED CODES ARE
STRUCTURED
4HE¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬IS¬BASED¬UPON¬
A¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬!¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬
IS¬ANALOGOUS¬WITH¬AND¬FUNCTIONS¬
SIMILARLY¬TO¬A¬ZONING¬MAP ¬EXCEPT¬
THAT¬IT¬PROVIDES¬A¬GREATER¬AMOUNT¬OF¬
SPECIlCITY¬TO¬THE¬STREET¬TYPES ¬BLOCK¬
DIMENSIONS ¬AND¬BUILDING¬LINES¬
2EGULATING¬PLANS¬MAY¬ALSO¬INDICATE¬THE¬
LOCATIONS¬FOR¬PARKS ¬SQUARES ¬AND¬PLAZAS¬
&OR¬DOWNTOWN¬SHOPPING¬DISTRICTS ¬
THE¬REGULATORY¬PLAN¬MAY¬INDICATE¬A¬
MANDATORY¬RETAIL¬FRONTAGE
4HE¬ZONE¬ON¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬PERMITS¬
SPECIlC¬USES¬AND¬CORRESPONDING¬BUILDING¬
TYPES¬"UILDING¬TYPES¬MAY¬INCLUDE¬SINGLE¬
FAMILY¬DWELLINGS ¬TOWNHOUSES ¬LIVE WORK¬
UNITS ¬RETAIL¬BUILDINGS ¬AND¬OTHERS¬4HE¬
UNDERLYING¬PRINCIPLE¬IS¬THAT¬THE¬USE ¬
BUILDING ¬AND¬STREET¬ARE¬INTERRELATED¬¬
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While form-based codes are effective tools
that can help realize a community’s vision,
they are not a panacea that will cure all
problems. There are some limitations of formbased codes and some problems that the
codes may present to local communities:
Form-based codes tend to cost two to four
times that of a conventional zoning ordinance.
This is because of the upfront effort
required to complete a detailed inventory
of the community’s existing urban form, the
additional public involvement, and design
work that goes into creating the regulating
plan and the code.
Form-based codes require an illustrative
regulating plan that is often based upon some
form of urban design plan. This type of plan
tends to be more involved than a zoning map.

"ASED¬UPON¬THE¬ZONE¬AND¬THE¬BUILDING¬
TYPE¬PROPOSED ¬THERE¬ARE¬SPECIlC¬
PLACEMENT¬AND¬BUILDING¬ENVELOPE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬4HESE¬GRAPHICALLY¬DEPICT¬
BUILDING¬LINES ¬SETBACKS ¬BUILDING¬
HEIGHT ¬AND¬PARKING¬LOT¬LOCATION¬4HESE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬CAN¬BE¬COMPARED¬TO¬THE¬
SCHEDULE¬OF¬AREA¬AND¬BULK¬REQUIREMENTS¬
IN¬A¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬ORDINANCE ¬
EXCEPT¬THAT¬THEY¬RELY¬MORE¬ON¬GRAPHICS¬
TO¬DEPICT¬REQUIREMENTS¬AND¬TEND¬TO¬
BE¬MORE¬PRESCRIPTIVE¬EG ¬BUILDING¬
LINES¬STATE¬EXACTLY¬WHERE¬THE¬FRONT¬OF¬
THE¬BUILDING¬IS¬REQUIRED¬TO¬BE¬PLACED ¬
INSTEAD¬OF¬STATING¬MINIMUM¬SETBACKS ¬
"UILDING¬HEIGHT¬IS¬OFTEN¬DElNED¬IN¬BOTH¬
MINIMUM¬AND¬MAXIMUM¬MEASUREMENTS¬
TO¬ENSURE¬THAT¬THE¬BUILDING¬IS¬TALL¬ENOUGH¬
TO¬DElNE¬THE¬STREETSCAPE ¬BUT¬NOT¬SO¬TALL¬
THAT¬THEY¬OVERWHELM¬OTHER¬BUILDINGS

Since Michigan streets are often regulated
by separate authorities, there may be limited
ability for a form-based code to regulate
existing public streets. This may be more
of a problem in townships, where all of the
roads fall under the jurisdiction of the road
commission, and less of a problem in cities
that control their own city streets.

"UILDING¬ELEMENTS¬ARE¬REQUIRED¬RELATIVE¬
TO¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬BUILDING¬PROPOSED¬4HESE¬
INCLUDE¬STANDARDS¬FOR¬BUILDING¬MATERIALS ¬
DOORS¬AND¬WINDOWS ¬BUILDING¬EXPRESSION¬
LINES ¬FRONT¬PORCHES ¬ETC¬.OTE¬THAT¬
MOST¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬DO¬NOT¬REGULATE¬
ARCHITECTURE¬n¬IF¬THE¬BUILDING¬HAS¬THE¬
PROPER¬FORM ¬THEN¬THE¬ARCHITECTURAL¬
STYLE¬OF¬THE¬BUILDING¬IS¬LESS¬IMPORTANT¬
(OWEVER ¬IT¬MAY¬BE¬APPROPRIATE¬TO¬
INCLUDE¬ARCHITECTURAL¬REGULATIONS¬IN¬A¬

A criticism of new-urbanism (which formbased codes are closely tied to) is that it
is not environmentally sensitive; however,
by developing more compact communities,
the amount of land consumed by urban
sprawl and dependence on the automobile
is reduced. And unlike much of the newurbanist developments that are “new
towns,” advocates of form-based codes
have used form-based codes more as a tool
to facilitate infill and redevelopment within
existing urban communities.

Form-based codes are prescriptive and
very rigid, which may be viewed by
developers as a limitation on what they can
do with their property and a limitation on an
architect’s creativity.
There is a lack of speciﬁc enabling legislation
as the Michigan Zoning Enabling Act (Public
Act 110 of 2006) does not speciﬁcally provide
for form-based codes. However, these types
of codes are being developed throughout the
United States and in other states, without
speciﬁc enabling legislation.
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(OW¬DO¬FORM
BASED¬CODES¬
WORK¬IN¬THE¬
REAL¬WORLD
Form-based codes have been adopted by
communities throughout the country. Some
applications in Michigan are as follows:
Downtown Farmington: As part of the City of
Farmington’s Downtown Development Plan,
there is a detailed urban design plan that
includes speciﬁc downtown design standards.
The city wanted to promote redevelopment
within the existing downtown while ensuring
that the zoning regulations would be reﬂective
of the existing community character and the
recommendations of the plan.
A form-based code was prepared for the
Downtown Zoning District to encourage
redevelopment that embraces the historic
character of Farmington, including
traditional storefronts and a pedestrian
scale environment. The form-based code
requires buildings be built to the front lot line
and parking lots be located in the rear. In
order to maintain a well-deﬁned streetscape,
maximum and minimum building heights are
included. Detailed building design standards
to ensure that buildings relate properly
to the streetscape at a pedestrian scale
are included. Not only does the ordinance
permit a vertical mixture of uses, but it
builds in incentives to encourage mixed-use
developments.
Genoa Town Center: As part of its master
plan, Genoa Township identiﬁed a location
for a new Genoa Town Center. The new
town center location was centered on one

A form-based code was developed for
Downtown Farmington to encourage
inﬁll development while preserving
the traditional pedestrian-friendly
character of the city.
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of the few remaining large vacant areas
along the Grand River Avenue corridor
between Brighton and Howell. The township
wanted to see a high quality, mixed-use
development for this site that would create a
new town center and also serve as a catalyst
for redevelopment of the older commercial
properties in the immediate area. As part
of the master plan process, the township
developed a detailed urban design plan for
the new town center
area.
The Genoa Town
Center is planned to
become a mixed-use
town center with
local businesses,
neighborhood
service
establishments, and
traditional residential
neighborhoods.
Residential uses will
provide a variety
of housing types
including apartments
on upper ﬂoors above commercial uses,
traditional townhouses, and single family
homes on smaller lots. This area will be
integrated into a pedestrian-friendly, walkable
area with sidewalks connecting all uses and
community parks and plazas.
To implement the Genoa Town Center, a
form-based code overlay zoning district was
adopted that requires all new development
to follow strict requirements for a more
traditional form of development that is more
characteristic of a small town. The overlay
zone not only allows for a mixture of uses,
but has incentives to encourage truly
integrated mixed-use development. The
overlay zone includes building placement
requirements that create traditional,
pedestrian-friendly streetscapes and reduce
the dominance of the automobile. It also
includes detailed design standards for
buildings, streetscapes, and public open
spaces.
Grand Rapids: The City of Grand Rapids is
nearing completion of an ambitious project
to convert its 1967 zoning ordinance to a
modern form-based code. It was clear that
simply updating the original ordinance would
not further the goals of the city’s new Master
Plan: a Plan that emphasizes neighborhood
preservation while transforming the landscape
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in critical areas.
An extensive public outreach effort revealed
the desire of neighborhood groups,
business associations, and others, to
develop ﬂexible, user-friendly land use
regulations. Accordingly, the code includes
a number of unique elements: increased
use of administrative approvals, ﬂexible
nonconforming use and building regulations,

and incentives for quality design and
development.
The language of form-based codes is
developed with an eye toward the speciﬁc
physical plan. This includes a broad range
of regulations that encompass building
alignment toward the street (setbacks, building
orientation), spaces between buildings (side
setbacks, separation between disparate uses),
and heights, each of which can be described in
ranges of acceptable values.
This effort represents the most signiﬁcant
attempt to introduce form-based codes for a
city the size of Grand Rapids in the state of
Michigan, and in much of the country as well.
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Form-based codes can be an effective tool
that can be used in most communities. Some
communities are appropriate for a communitywide form-based code, while others should
utilize this new technique for certain subareas.
Most importantly, the community must have
a commitment to create a better place and
undergo the process of gaining consensus
on the desired urban form of the community.
Form-based codes can be an effective tool in
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FORM BASED¬CODE¬
FOR¬A¬HISTORIC¬
DISTRICT
"ECAUSE¬BUILDING¬
FORM¬AND¬
STREETSCAPE¬ARE¬
INTERRELATED ¬
FORM BASED¬
CODES¬INCLUDE¬
REQUIREMENTS¬FOR¬
THE¬STREETSCAPE ¬
SUCH¬AS¬ON STREET¬
PARKING ¬SIDEWALK¬
WIDTH ¬AND¬STREET¬
TREES
&ORM BASED¬
CODES¬ALSO¬INCLUDE¬
MANY¬OF¬THE¬
OTHER¬REGULATIONS¬
OF¬CONVENTIONAL¬
ZONING¬
ORDINANCES¬SUCH¬
AS¬DElNITIONS ¬
ADMINISTRATIVE¬
PROCEDURES ¬
ZONING¬BOARD¬OF¬
APPEALS ¬NONCONFORMING ¬ETC

HOW APPROVALS ARE
PROCESSED
"ECAUSE¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬SETS¬FORTH¬
DETAILED¬AND¬PREDICTABLE¬BUILDING¬FORM¬
REQUIREMENTS ¬APPROVALS¬THAT¬ARE¬IN¬
ACCORDANCE¬WITH¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬
CAN¬BE¬APPROVED¬ADMINISTRATIVELY¬4HIS¬
IS¬POSSIBLE¬BECAUSE¬THE¬UNPREDICTABILITY¬
AND¬GREATER¬DISCRETION¬TYPICALLY¬INVOLVED¬
WITH¬CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬DOES¬NOT¬
EXIST¬WITH¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬4HE¬IDEA¬
IS¬THAT¬IF¬A¬DEVELOPER¬IS¬WILLING¬TO¬FOLLOW¬
ALL¬OF¬THE¬DETAILED¬REQUIREMENTS¬OF¬THE¬
REGULATING¬PLAN¬AND¬THE¬FORM BASED¬
CODE ¬THERE¬SHOULD¬BE¬LITTLE ¬IF¬ANY ¬ROOM¬
FOR¬DISCRETION ¬AND¬THE¬APPROVAL¬SHOULD¬
BE¬HANDLED¬ADMINISTRATIVELY¬(OWEVER ¬
IF¬THE¬DEVELOPER¬WANTS¬TO¬DEVIATE ¬THEN¬
APPROVAL¬IS¬REQUIRED¬BEFORE¬THE¬PLANNING¬
COMMISSION¬%SSENTIALLY ¬FORM BASED¬
CODES¬MAKE¬IT¬EASY¬TO¬DO¬THE¬RIGHT¬THING ¬
AND¬HARDER¬TO¬DEVIATE¬FROM¬THE¬CODE¬AND¬
REGULATING¬PLAN
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"ECAUSE¬THE¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬AND¬FORM
BASED¬CODE¬ARE¬SO¬DETAILED ¬THE¬CODE¬
MUST¬ALSO¬ANTICIPATE¬SITUATIONS¬THAT¬
DONT¬lT¬REQUIREMENTS¬OR¬WHERE¬UNIQUE¬
DEVELOPMENT¬FORMS¬ARE¬PROPOSED¬
4YPICALLY ¬A¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬CAN¬
ALLOW¬FOR¬THREE¬LEVELS¬OF¬DEPARTURE¬
!DMINISTRATIVE¬DEPARTURES¬WOULD¬BE¬
MINOR¬IN¬NATURE¬AND¬CAN¬BE¬APPROVED¬
AS¬PART¬OF¬THE¬ADMINISTRATIVE¬APPROVAL¬
PROCESS¬4HE¬AUTHORITY¬FOR¬ADMINISTRATIVE¬
DEPARTURES¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬SPECIlCALLY¬
SPELLED¬OUT¬IN¬THE¬CODE ¬SUCH¬AS¬ALLOWING¬
THE¬PLANNING¬DIRECTOR¬TO¬SUBSTITUTE¬
LANDSCAPING¬IN¬PLACE¬OF¬A¬SCREENING¬WALL¬¬
-AJOR¬DEPARTURES¬THAT¬DEVIATE¬FROM¬THE¬
REGULATING¬PLAN¬WOULD¬REQUIRE¬APPROVAL¬
BY¬THE¬PLANNING¬COMMISSION ¬SUCH¬AS¬
ALLOWING¬A¬FRONT¬FA ADE¬THAT¬DOES¬NOT¬
MEET¬THE¬BUILDING¬DESIGN¬REQUIREMENTS¬¬
4HIS¬COULD¬BE¬EVALUATED¬BY¬THE¬PLANNING¬
COMMISSION¬BASED¬UPON¬A¬SET¬OF¬
STANDARDS¬THAT¬RELATE¬TO¬THE¬REGULATORY¬
INTENT¬!¬THIRD¬LEVEL¬OF¬DEVIATION¬SHOULD¬
ALSO¬BE¬BUILT¬INTO¬THE¬CODE¬THAT¬REQUIRES¬
A¬VARIANCE¬FROM¬THE¬ZONING¬BOARD¬OF¬
APPEALS ¬SUCH¬AS¬DEPARTURES¬FROM¬THE¬
BUILD TO¬LINE¬OR¬EXCEEDING¬HEIGHT¬

LIMITS¬4HE¬VARIANCES¬WOULD¬HAVE¬TO¬BE¬
REVIEWED¬BASED¬UPON¬THE¬STANDARD¬TESTS¬
OF¬PRACTICAL¬DIFlCULTY¬¬

PROCESS IN DEVELOPING A
FORM-BASED CODE
7HEN¬EMBARKING¬ON¬A¬SIGNIlCANT¬
CHANGE¬IN¬HOW¬A¬COMMUNITY¬REGULATES¬
DEVELOPMENT ¬THE¬lRST¬STEP¬IS¬TO¬HAVE¬A¬
COMMITMENT¬TO¬CREATING¬BETTER¬PLACES¬¬
4HIS¬SHOULD¬GO¬BEYOND¬JUST¬A¬DESIRE¬FOR¬
CHANGE¬ ¬THE¬DESIRES¬OF¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬
SHOULD¬BE¬ARTICULATED¬THROUGH¬THE¬
MASTER¬PLAN¬OR¬OTHER¬DOCUMENT ¬SUCH¬
AS¬A¬DOWNTOWN¬PLAN ¬SO¬THAT¬THERE¬IS¬AN¬
UNDERLYING¬BASIS¬TO¬MOVE¬FORWARD¬¬
!¬DETERMINATION¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬MADE¬
ON¬THE¬TYPE¬OF¬CODE¬DESIRED¬AND¬THE¬
GEOGRAPHIC¬AREA¬TO¬BE¬COVERED¬4HE¬
FORM BASED¬CODE¬COULD¬BE¬INTEGRATED¬
INTO¬A¬COMMUNITY WIDE¬ORDINANCE ¬OR¬
PERHAPS¬APPLIED¬TO¬A¬SPECIlC¬CORRIDOR ¬
NEIGHBORHOOD ¬OR¬BUSINESS¬DISTRICT
.EXT ¬THERE¬NEEDS¬TO¬BE¬AN¬INVENTORY¬
AND¬ANALYSIS¬OF¬EXISTING¬CONDITIONS¬TO¬
DOCUMENT¬THE¬EXISTING¬hFORMSv¬OF¬
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THE¬COMMUNITY¬4HIS¬INVENTORY¬CAN¬
BE¬FAIRLY¬LABOR¬INTENSIVE¬AND¬INVOLVES¬
DETAILED¬ANALYSIS¬OF¬LOT¬WIDTHS ¬SETBACKS ¬
BUILDING¬HEIGHTS ¬ETC¬7ITH¬A¬GOOD¬
UNDERSTANDING¬OF¬THE¬EXISTING¬hFORMSv¬OF¬
THE¬COMMUNITY ¬A¬PUBLIC¬PROCESS¬SHOULD¬
THEN¬BE¬CONDUCTED¬TO¬GAIN¬A¬CONSENSUS¬
ON¬THE¬EXISTING¬COMMUNITY¬QUALITY¬THAT¬
SHOULD¬BE¬MAINTAINED¬OR¬NEW¬ONES¬TO¬BE¬
ACHIEVED¬4HIS¬IS¬OFTEN¬DONE¬THROUGH¬A¬
DESIGN¬CHARRETTE¬OR¬WORKSHOP
&ROM¬THE¬INVENTORY ¬ANALYSIS ¬AND¬PUBLIC¬
PROCESS ¬DETAILED¬URBAN¬STANDARDS¬ARE¬
DEVELOPED¬FOR¬FEATURES¬SUCH¬AS¬STREETS ¬
BLOCKS ¬BUILDING¬PLACEMENT ¬AND¬LAND¬
USE¬"UILDING¬FORM¬STANDARDS¬WILL¬ALSO¬BE¬
DEVELOPED¬FOR¬THE¬VARIOUS¬BUILDING¬TYPES¬
WITHIN¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬4HESE¬STANDARDS¬
ARE¬THEN¬DEVELOPED¬INTO¬AN¬ORDINANCE¬
AND¬APPLIED¬TO¬A¬REGULATING¬PLAN¬

APPLICATIONS OF FORM-BASED
CODE
&ORM BASED¬CODES¬CAN¬BE¬APPLIED¬TO¬A¬
VARIETY¬OF¬GEOGRAPHIC¬AREAS ¬FROM¬A¬SPECIlC¬
SUBAREA ¬SUCH¬AS¬A¬DOWNTOWN ¬TO¬THE¬ENTIRE¬
COMMUNITY¬&ORM BASED¬CODES¬CAN¬ALSO¬
BE¬USED¬AS¬TOOLS¬TO¬PRESERVE¬THE¬CHARACTER¬

OF¬AN¬AREA¬OR¬AS¬MECHANISMS¬OF¬CHANGE¬TO¬
TRANSFORM¬AN¬AREA¬¬
4HE¬MOST¬COMMON¬APPLICATION¬OF¬FORM
BASED¬CODES¬HAS¬BEEN¬TO¬SUBAREAS¬4HE¬
CODES¬ARE¬USED¬IN¬EXISTING¬DOWNTOWNS¬
AND¬HISTORIC¬DISTRICTS¬IN¬ORDER¬TO¬PRESERVE¬
AND¬ENHANCE¬THE¬TRADITIONAL¬CHARACTER¬
4HEY¬ARE¬ALSO¬USED¬TO¬PRESERVE¬THE¬
CHARACTER¬OF¬SPECIlC¬NEIGHBORHOODS¬
AND¬INSURE¬THAT¬NEW¬INlLL¬DEVELOPMENT¬
IS¬COMPATIBLE¬WITH¬EXISTING¬HOMES¬
!DDITIONALLY ¬THEY¬ARE¬BEING¬USED¬AS¬
EFFECTIVE¬TOOLS¬TO¬TRANSFORM¬OUTDATED¬
STRIP¬COMMERCIAL¬CORRIDORS¬INTO¬NEW¬
TOWN¬CENTERS¬¬
7HILE¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬HAVE¬
BEEN¬APPLIED¬MOST¬OFTEN¬TO¬SPECIlC¬
SUBAREAS ¬MORE¬COMMUNITIES¬ARE¬
LOOKING¬TO¬ADOPT¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ON¬A¬COMMUNITY WIDE¬BASIS¬.ATIONAL¬
EXPERTS¬IN¬FORM BASED¬CODE¬HAVE¬
RECOGNIZED¬THAT¬A¬PURE¬FORM BASED¬
APPROACH¬IS¬NOT¬GOING¬TO¬BE¬THE¬BEST¬
APPLICATION¬IN¬ALL¬AREAS¬OF¬A¬COMMUNITY¬
¬THERE¬WILL¬STILL¬NEED¬TO¬BE¬ZONING¬
DISTRICTS¬FOR¬INDUSTRIAL¬USES¬SUCH¬
AS¬TRUCK¬TERMINALS ¬FOUNDRIES ¬AND¬

HAZARDOUS¬USES¬4HERE¬MAY¬ALSO¬BE¬
AREAS¬WITHIN¬THE¬COMMUNITY¬THAT¬ARE¬
MORE¬APPROPRIATE¬FOR¬AUTOMOBILE
ORIENTED¬USES¬SUCH¬AS¬DEALERSHIPS¬AND¬
FAST FOOD¬RESTAURANTS¬&OR¬THIS¬REASON ¬
COMMUNITY WIDE¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬
ARE¬GOING¬TO¬BE¬A¬HYBRID ¬WITH¬SOME¬
AREAS¬REGULATED¬BY¬FORM BASED¬ZONING¬
DISTRICTS¬AND¬OTHER¬AREAS¬BY¬MORE¬
CONVENTIONAL¬ZONING¬DISTRICTS¬

Conclusion

&ORM BASED¬CODES¬ARE¬LAND¬DEVELOPMENT¬
REGULATORY¬TOOLS¬THAT¬PLACES¬PRIMARY¬
EMPHASIS¬ON¬THE¬PHYSICAL¬FORM¬OF¬
THE¬BUILT¬ENVIRONMENT¬WITH¬THE¬END¬
GOAL¬OF¬PRODUCING¬A¬SPECIlC¬TYPE¬
OF¬@PLACE¬4HE¬CODES¬ASSERT¬MORE¬
CONTROL¬OVER¬A¬COMMUNITYS¬FORM¬
AND¬LEAD¬TO¬IMPROVEMENTS¬IN¬THE¬WAY¬
THE¬COMMUNITY¬FUNCTIONS¬&OR¬MORE¬
INFORMATION¬ON¬FORM BASED¬CODES¬VISIT¬
WWWFORMBASEDCODESORG¬
"Y¬*EFFREY¬2¬0URDY ¬!)#0 ¬0ARTNER¬AT¬
,3,¬0LANNING ¬)NC¬
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